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Kinetics of nanocolloids in the aligned domain of octylcyanobiphenyl and aerosil dispersion

Dipti Sharma*

Department of Physics, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester, MA 01609, USA

(Received 8 May 2008; final form 26 September 2008)

In this study we explore the interesting kinetics of nanocolloids formed by the solvent dispersion method (SDM)
in an aligned matrix of octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) liquid crystals and aerosil nanoparticles. The presence of
alignment changes the behaviour of the induced crystallisation (IC), and melting transition (K–SmA) observed in
the aligned nanocolloidal liquid crystal samples when compared with unaligned samples. Heating-rate-dependent
experiments were performed for the aligned and unaligned samples at various heating ramp rates varied from 20
to 1 K min21 using a calorimetric technique. In the aligned samples, the IC transition peak shifts towards higher
temperature, whereas the melting transition peak shifts towards lower temperature. The IC peak shows an
increase in enthalpy whereas the melting transition shows a decrease following an Arrhenius behaviour. The
presence of alignment increases the activated kinetics of the system. This behaviour can be explained in terms of
molecular interaction between aligned domains of nanocolloids in the 8CB matrix which makes the material
stiffer.

Keywords: liquid crystal; Arrhenius theory; surface kinetics; calorimeter; magnetic effect on phase transitions

1. Introduction

The suspension of nanocolloids in the liquid crystal

(LC) creates a random disorder on phase transitions

of LC systems and has been an interesting area for

researchers and scientists in understanding the inter-

action between LC molecules and aerosil nanoparti-

cles (1–5). In the LC+aerosil systems, the quenched

random disorder is created by a dispersed gel of

aerosil nanoparticles and is varied by changing the

density of aerosils in the dispersion. The aerosils used

are silica spheres that can hydrogen bond together to

form a fractal-like random gel. Studies have pre-

viously been carried out by various groups on such

systems to study phase transitions (1, 5, 6). It would

be interesting to study these types of systems under

the effect of magnetic field to explore the change in

the interaction between aerosil nanoparticles and LC

molecules. A couple of studies report the effect of a

magnetic field on the bulk LC systems using optical

and rheological techniques (7–11). These studies

focussed on smectic-A to nematic (SmA–N) and

nematic to isotropic (N–I) transitions. However, no

literature has been found on crystallisation and

melting transitions under the effect of a magnetic

field. Moreover, no study reports the activated

kinetics and thermodynamics of these transitions

for aligned LC systems and seems to be absent

from the literature. Hence, these types of studies are

still open to be investigated. Therefore, we have

undertaken a detailed calorimetric experiments to

study thermodynamics of the induced crystallisation

(IC) and melting transition of an aligned nanocolloi-

dal octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB) LC system.

Calorimetry technique has been using to study
various research materials for decades (5, 12–20).

Here we report the effect of alignment on the

activated kinetics of the IC and melting transition of

a nanocolloidal 8CB system following Arrhenius

theory. Heating scans were performed at four

different heating ramp rates using differential scan-

ning calorimetry (DSC). Three multiple densities of
the aerosil nanoparticles in 8CB were studied to

explore the effect of aerosil nanoparticles in bulk

8CB. Samples and calorimetry are described in

Section 2. The results are shown in Section 3, with

a discussion and conclusions given in Section 4.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Formation of aligned nanocolloids

The nanocolloidal samples were prepared by mixing

aerosil nanoparticles in the bulk 8CB LC using the

solvent dispersion method (SDM) (5, 20–22). The

8CB LC used in this work is a well-studied

prototypical rod-like molecule, with a rigid biphenyl

core at one end attached to an aliphatic tail and other

to a polar cyano group. The aerosil consists of SiO2

(silica) spheres coated with hydroxyl (–OH) groups

exposed on the surface. The hydroxyl groups on the

surface enable the spheres to hydrogen bond and
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form a thixotropic (a property of certain gels to

become fluid when mechanically disturbed (as by

shaking or stirring) then resetting after a period of

time), fractal gel in an organic medium such as 8CB.

The hydrophilic nature of the aerosils allows the silica

particles to weakly hydrogen bond to each other and

form a gel in an organic solvent, however the basic

free-floating aerosil unit typically consists of several

of these spheres fused together during the manu-

facturing process (4, 20). Each 8CB and silica

sample was created by mixing appropriate quanti-

ties of LC and aerosil together, then dissolving the

resulting mixture in spectroscopic grade (low water

content) acetone. The resulting solution was then

dispersed using an ultrasonic bath for about an

hour. As the acetone evaporates from the mixture, a

fractal-like gel forms through diffusion-limited

aggregation. Crystallisation of the LC host can

severely disrupt the gel structure and so care was

taken to prevent any formation of the solid phase of

the LC during the experiments. The samples were

subsequently dried under vacuum for more than 2 h at

elevated temperature. This preparation method has

been shown to produce uniform and reproducible

dispersions (4, 20).

The bulk 8CB was obtained from Frinton

Laboratories and aerosil nanoparticles were obtained

from Degussa (Degussa Corp., Silica Division,

Ridgefield Park, NJ, USA; technical data is given in

the Degussa booklet Aerosila). The specific surface

area of type-300 aerosil nanoparticle is 300 m2 g21

and the diameter of aerosil nanoparticles is roughly

7 nm whereas the length of 8CB molecules is 2 nm

and the width is 0.5 nm. The molecular weight of bulk

8CB and aerosil nanoparticles (SiO2) are

Mw5291.44 g mol21 and Mw560.08 g mol21, respec-

tively. The density of the aerosil nanoparticles varied

from 0 to 0.2 g cm23 in the bulk 8CB. The density of

the aerosil nanoparticles in the bulk of 8CB was

varied in three steps from 0 to 0.2 g cm23. The density

of silica was 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 g cm23. These

samples were degassed for about an hour under a

vacuum unit at room temperature 293 K and then

used for magnetisation.

To obtain an aligned system, aerosil dispersed

LC 8CB samples were exposed to the magnetic field.

A magnet field of 0.5 T was used to create a

magnetic field. First the unaligned samples (2 mg)

were sealed in the aluminium pans and then they

were heated until isotropic transition (318 K) and

then they were placed immediately into the magnetic

field. During the process of magnetisation, the sealed

samples were kept in between a magnet of intensity

0.5 T where temperature of the sample varied in

between smectic A and isotropic phases. The

temperature range of this cycling was 300–318 K.

The number of cycling was 10. After treating sample

under magnetic field, a change in the transparency of

the sample took place. Aligned sample changes into

transparent color from the translucent whitish color.

The change in the color of the aligned samples

indicates changes in the alignment of the LC

molecules and their domains. As the sample becomes

magnetised, LC molecules form aligned domains and

this alignment imposes a force on the aerosil

nanoparticles covered with 8CB molecules and

makes the nanocolloids aligned in the aligned

domains of LCs. The aligned samples remain

magnetised or transparent until they are heated to

the isotropic phase. To understand the molecular

alignment and interaction between LC molecules

and aerosil nanoparticles, these aligned samples then

underwent DSC for calorimetric measurements with

the unaligned samples from the same batch as the

aligned samples. Freshly aligned samples were used

for each of the DSC experiments. Once the aligned

samples were heated to the isotropic temperature

range, they were not used again to prevent them

from unalignment due to the heating. The calori-

metric details for the experiments performed are as

follows.

2.2. Calorimetry

To understand the thermodynamics of the aerosil

dispersed 8CB system, we study the rate kinetics of

the IC and melting transitions using DSC (model

MDSC 2920, TA instruments). Three different

densities of aerosil particles were studied in bulk

8CB: 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20 g cm23. First the sealed

aligned samples were quenched at 243 K and then

kept isothermal for 10 min. The aligned sample (2 mg

of lowest density 0.05 g cm23) was heated from 243 to

333 K at a ramp rate of 20 K min21. The respective

heat flow of the sample was recorded along with

temperature change during heating scans. The

thermograms showed an exothermic peak for IC

and then a endothermic peak for the melting

transition (K–SmA) in the aerosil dispersed 8CB

system. Two further endothermic peaks were also

observed on heating scans at SmA–N and N–I

transitions. Here, we focus on IC and melting

transitions only. Similar measurements were made

at other heating scan rates of 10, 5, and 1 K min21

with the freshly aligned samples. Experimental and

environmental conditions were kept identical for all

runs. The above steps were repeated for other

densities of aerosil nanoparticles (0.10 and

0.20 g cm23) using the same procedure. The equip-

ment was well calibrated. All heating scans were
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repeated several times using freshly aligned samples

to ensure the accuracy of results.

Purity analysis for the bulk 8CB and its aerosil

mixture performed experimentally. Transition tem-

peratures of the pure 8CB as well as that used for the

mixtures were compared with the highest reported

values for isotropic to nematic (I–N) and for nematic

to smectic A (N–SmA) phases, and those were found

to be consistent (e.g. for the bulk 8CB, TIN5314.0 K

and TSmAN5307.0 K using an AC calorimetry

technique).

3. Results

3.1. Effect of the heating scan

Heating an aligned nanocolloidal 8CB system brings

an interesting change in the positions of the IC and

melting transitions (K–SmA). As the temperature

increases from 243 to 333 K, the aerosil dispersed

system shows an exothermic peak at 273.8 K

(50.8uC) as it moves from its solid state (S) to

crystalline state (K) in the absence of alignment, as

shown by the open symbols in Figure 1. It is an

additional and interesting peak observed in the

presence of aerosil particles in the system before

melting. We already introduced this exothermic peak

as IC in our recent publication (5). In an aligned

system, this IC transition appears at 277.9 K

(54.9uC) at the same heating rate and shows a

temperature shift in IC towards higher temperature

by 4 K. As the heating scan continues further, a

endothermic peak was observed for the melting

transition at 294.3 K (521.3uC) in the absence of

alignment. Whereas the same melting peak appears in

the aligned samples at 293.6 K (520.6uC), this is a

shift by around 0.7 K towards the lower temperature.

The interesting thing is that both transitions show a

temperature shift in opposite directions in the

presence of alignment. In addition, in the aligned

system, the IC peak becomes wider whereas the

melting peak becomes narrower, and this shows

changes in their associated enthalpy. The IC peak

shows an increase in its enthalpy, shown in Figure 2,

whereas the melting transition shows a decrease in its

enthalpy for the aligned system, as shown in

Figure 3.

3.2. Effect of the heating rate

A rate dependent study was also performed at

different heating ramp rates of 20, 10, 5 and

1 K min21 for all densities in the presence of

alignment, as shown in Figure 4. As the ramp rate

decreases, IC and melting transitions shift towards a

lower temperature following Arrhenius behaviour,

and the peak seems to be smaller and broader. To see

a clear shift in each transition, the excess of the

specific heat capacity can be plotted for transitions.

The excess of the specific heat capacity of the system

Figure 1. Heat flow versus temperature at 5 K min21

heating ramp rate for a density of 0.05 g cm23. The regions
S, K and A represents solid, crystalline and smectic A states
of the system, respectively. Closed and open symbols
represent aligned and unaligned systems, respectively.

Figure 2. The excess of specific heat capacity (J g21 K21)
versus temperature (K) plot for the IC transition at 5 K min21

for a density of 0.05 g cm23. Closed and open symbols
represent aligned and unaligned systems, respectively.
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can be obtained by subtracting from the specific heat

Cp a linear background as

DCp~Cp{Cp backgroundð Þ, ð1Þ

where Cp (background) is the baseline and Cp is the

specific heat capacity of the sample. As the ramp

rates decreases, the IC peak shifts towards lower

temperature with an increased shifting rate in the

presence of alignment, as shown in Figure 5. Figure 6

shows that the melting peak shifts with a smaller

shifting rate towards a lower temperature with

decreasing ramp rate in the presence of alignment.

Both transitions follow Arrhenius behaviour.

Activation energy can be calculated for each transi-

tion using the following Arrhenius rate-dependent

theory.

According to Arrhenius theory, (23–26) the

effective heating rate can be given by

b~b0 exp
{DE

RT

� �� �
, ð2Þ

where b (K min21) is the effective heating rate, b0

(K min21) is a constant, DE (J mol21) is the activation

energy, R (J mol21 K21) is the universal gas constantFigure 3. The excess of specific heat capacity (J g21 K21)
versus temperature (K) plot for the melting or K–SmA
transition at the same ramp rate for a density of
0.05 g cm23. Closed and open symbols represent aligned
and unaligned systems, respectively.

Figure 4. Effect of heating rate on alignment: heat flow
(W g21) versus temperature (K) for 0.05 g cm23 density of
aerosil for heating scan at different ramp rates from 20 to
5 K min21.

Figure 5. The excess of specific heat capacity (J g21 K21)
versus temperature (K) for the IC transition with varying
ramp rates from 20 to 5 K min21 for a density of
0.05 g cm23. Upper section: aligned systems; lower section:
unaligned systems.
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and T (K) is the absolute temperature. This equation

can also be written as

ln b~ln b0{
DE

RT

� �
, ð3Þ

where DE is determined from the slope of the graph,

which is plotted between lnb and 1/T.

Rate effects for IC and the melting transitions

were also found for other densities of nanocolloids

(0.10 to 0.20 g cm23) in the presence of alignment.

For simplicity, these plots are not shown here but

these results are considered in the data analysis. The

activation energy of the aligned IC transition

decreases for the lowest density of nanocolloids

0.05 g cm23, and then increases for 0.10 and remains

smaller than the unaligned values, and then becomes

almost equal to the value of unaligned system for the

highest density of nanocolloids 0.20 g cm23, as shown

in Figure 7. The activation energy for the aligned

melting transition increases for 0.05, then decreases

for 0.10, and then increases for 0.20 g cm23 of

nanocolloids when compared with the unaligned

values, as shown in Figure 8. IC and melting

transitions show the opposite behaviour for activa-

tion energy in the presence of alignment. The data for

the activation energy of aligned and unaligned

systems can be seen in Table 1.

3.3. Effect on density variation of nanocolloids

The clear effect of alignment on the density of

nanocolloids in LCs were observed for IC and

melting transitions. As aerosil density increases in

the aligned system, the IC transition becomes wider

and shows multiple peaks, as shown in Figure 9. It

Figure 6. The excess of specific heat capacity (J g21 K21)
versus temperature (K) for the K–SmA transition for the
same ramp rates varying from 20 to 5 K min21 for a density
of 0.05 g cm23. Upper section: aligned systems; lower
section: unaligned systems.

Figure 7. Arrhenius behaviour for the IC transition: lnb
(K min21) versus 1/T (K) for various densities: (A)
0.05 g cm23; (B) 0.10 g cm23; (C) 0.20 g cm23. Dotted lines
are the fits to the data points. Closed and open symbols
represent the aligned and unaligned systems, respectively.
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represents that the crystal grows as the density of

aerosil nanoparticles increases in the aligned system

from 0.05 to 0.20 g cm23, as shown in Figure 10. The

melting peak becomes smaller and shows a decrease

in its enthalpy as the density of nanocolloids increases

in the aligned system, as shown in Figure 11.

The variation in peak position in the IC transition

increases and the temperature range between IC and

melting transitions (denoted by RIC in Kelvin)

decreases. For the melting transition, the variation

Figure 8. Arrhenius behaviour for the K–SmA or melting
transition: lnb (K min21) versus 1/T (K) for various
densities: (A) 0.05 g cm23; (B) 0.10 g cm23; (C)
0.20 g cm23. Dotted lines are the fits to the data points.
Closed and open symbols represent the aligned and
unaligned systems, respectively.

Figure 9. Effect of aerosil density on alignment: density-
dependent heating scan at 5 K min21 ramp rate for IC
transition plotted as the excess of specific heat capacity (J/
g) versus temperature (K) plot for all densities of aerosils.
Upper section: Aligned, Lower section: Unaligned systems,
respectively.

Table 1. Data details for IC and melting transitions (K–SmA) for aligned and unaligned systems: the type of system, density
of aerosil particles r (g cm23), transition temperature T (K), enthalpy DH (KJ mol21), activation energy DE (KJ mol21) and
temperature range DR (K) for IC and melting transitions where the subscripts IC and KA are used for the IC and melting
transitions, respectively.

System r TIC TKA DHIC DHKA DEIC DEKA DRIC DRKA

Aligned 0.05 277.9 293.6 3.92 18.20 0.14 1.84 15.7 11.2

Aligned 0.10 274.1 293.8 3.96 37.50 0.21 1.28 19.7 11.1

Aligned 0.20 275.7 292.3 4.25 17.37 0.18 1.45 17.5 12.4

Unaligned 0.05 273.8 294.3 3.79 52.90 0.34 0.99 20.4 10.8

Unaligned 0.10 272.6 295.0 3.94 58.30 0.26 0.88 21.6 10.6

Unaligned 0.20 275.4 293.3 4.09 55.96 0.19 1.06 17.7 12.0
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in peak position decreases and the temperature range

between the melting and smectic A transitions

(denoted by RKA in Kelvin) increases. These data

are given in Table 1.

3.4. Change in the percentage crystallinity

The change in percentage crystallinity can be seen in

the system using the following equation. To know

how much of the system is crystalline, the latent heat

for IC and melting transitions were calculated, and

were used to calculate percentage crystallinity of the

system.

DH ’~DHm{DHc, ð4Þ

D%Crystallinity~
DH ’

DH1
m
1mtotal

|100, ð5Þ

where DHm and DHc are the latent heat of melting

and IC transitions, respectively, DH
1
m is the specific

heat of melting, and mtotal is the total mass of

the sample used. Figure 12 shows the change in

percentage crystallinity of the aligned system as a

function of aerosil density after subtracting the

percentage crystallinity of aligned IC transition from

the unaligned IC transition. This figure shows that

the aligned system is 14% more crystalline than the

unaligned system at 0.05 g cm23, and then crystal-

linity increases up to 15% for the highest density of

aerosil 0.20 g cm23. Hence, the aligned system shows

an increase in its percentage crystallinity as it moves

from a solid state (S) to crystalline state (K) through

IC transition and shows a growth in induced crystal-

lisation as shown in Figure 10.

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1. Activated kinetics of aligned nanocolloids

IC and melting transitions show an interesting change

in their thermodynamics following Arrhenius beha-

viour under the effect of alignment. This type of study

can further be used in several applications to manu-

facture electronic devices where LCs and their mixtures

are used to activate and deactivate transitions for

displays, for example, in LCD screens. In the aligned

system, IC and melting transitions show changes in

their peak positions, peak shapes, temperature ranges,

enthalpy and their activation energy. These results can

be explained in terms of molecular and surface

interaction between LC molecules and aerosil particles,

and occurred stiffness in the aligned system.

Figure 10. Effect crystal growth on alignment: Crystal
growth versus aerosil density for aligned and unaligned
samples. Closed and open symbols represent the aligned
and unaligned systems, respectively.

Figure 11. Blow up of the K–SmA transition for all
densities at 5 K min21 heating ramp rate plotted as the
excess of specific heat capacity (J g21 K21) versus tempera-
ture plot (K). The upper section shows aligned systems and
the lower section shows unaligned systems.
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The aerosil nanoparticle SiO2 (silica) spheres are

coated with hydroxyl (–OH) groups exposed on the

surface. The hydroxyl groups on the surface enable the

spheres to hydrogen bond and form a thixotropic,

fractal gel in an 8CB organic medium. The hydrophilic

nature of the aerosils allows the silica particles to

weakly hydrogen bond to each other and form a gel in

an organic solvent. Due to the formation of a weak

hydrogen bond between LC and aerosil particles, an

interaction between 8CB and aerosil nanoparticles

takes place (4, 20). In the presence of alignment, the

8CB LC molecules become aligned and form aligned

domains. In the presence of alignment, the aligned

domains of LC molecules impose a force on nano-

colloids and hence aerosil nanoparticles also become

aligned in the direction of the aligned domain of LC

molecules. Hence, due to the alignment created in the

nanocolloidal system, the system produces a strain

between aerosil nanoparticles. Due to the increase in

molecular alignment, the aligned system shifts towards

higher energy, and the IC transition shows a shift

towards higher temperature as well as an increase in its

crystallization in terms of enthalpy (or growth).

Whereas melting transition is an endothermic transi-

tion (as IC shows an exothermic peak), it shows

changes in peak position and its enthalpy in the

opposite way, and hence shows a decrease in its

enthalpy with shifting transition towards lower

temperature in the aligned system. Since IC and

melting transitions show opposite changes in the

aligned system, hence the temperature range between

IC and melting shows an decrease whereas the

temperature range between melting and smectic A

shows an increase in the temperature range.

The thermodynamics of the transitions reveal a

relationship between their enthalpy and their activa-

tion energy. Figures 13 and 14 show comparative

plots between the enthalpy and activation energy of

the aligned system for IC and melting transitions,

respectively. These figures indicate that enthalpy and

activation energy of the transitions follow a pattern

of variation but in opposite directions. The enthalpy

of IC transition increases as the nanocolloidal

density increases in the aligned system, and its

respective activation energy decreases following the

same pattern of variation. On the other hand, the

enthalpy of melting transition decreases as nanocol-

loidal increases in the aligned system and its

associated activation energy increases. Since the

aligned system moves towards higher energy level

due to the increased molecular alignment, the IC

transition shows more crystallization in terms of an

Figure 13. Activated kinetics of the IC transition. (A)
Change in enthalpy (KJ mol21) versus density for aligned
and unaligned systems. (B) Change in activation energy
(KJ mol21) versus aerosol density plot for aligned and
unaligned systems. Closed and open symbols represent the
aligned and unaligned systems, respectively.

Figure 12. Change in percentage crystallinity versus aerosil
density plot for the aligned IC transition.
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exothermic peak and releases more energy and shows

an increased enthalpy and hence needs less activation

energy for the transition in the aligned system. On

the other hand, the melting transition absorbs energy

(as it is a endothermic peak) shows a decrease in its

enthalpy and hence needs more activation energy.

The variation pattern of enthalpy and activation

energy as a function of nanocolloidal density

depends on the stiffness and strain occurring in the

gel due to the alignment effect and interaction

between aerosil nanocolloids and LC molecules.

Under the effect of alignment, LC becomes more

aligned and the gel may become stiffer. For the

lowest density of nanocolloids 0.05 g cm23, in

the aligned system, the gel becomes stiffer due to

the interaction between LC molecules and aerosil

nanoparticles under the effect of magnetic force. As

nanocolloidal density increases in the aligned system,

the rate of interaction increases and makes the gel

stiffer and shows an increase in the enthalpy of IC

and decrease in the melting transition.

The data for the aligned and unaligned systems

are given in the Table 1.

4.2. Conclusions

Aligned nanocolloids in 8CB dispersions bring inter-

esting changes in the thermodynamics of the aligned

system and show the activated kinetics of IC and

melting transitions following an Arrhenius behaviour.

Heating scans were performed using DSC for aligned

and unaligned systems. In the aligned system, IC

transition shifts significantly towards a higher tem-

perature with an increase in its peak shape and size,

whereas the melting transition shifts towards a lower

temperature with decreasing enthalpy. In addition,

rate-dependent heating scans of the aligned system

show an increased temperature shift for IC transition

and decreased temperature shift for melting transition

following an Arrhenius behaviour towards a lower

temperature as the ramp rate decreases. As the density

of nanocolloids increases in the aligned system, the

system becomes more crystalline and shows growth in

IC. Furthermore, with the increase in the nanocolloids

in the aligned system, the enthalpy of the IC

transitions increases and its associated activation

energy decreases whereas the melting transition shows

an decrease in its enthalpy and increase in activation

energy. This behaviour of the aligned system can be

explained in terms of change in alignment, surface

interaction between aerosil nanoparticles and LC

molecules, and the changes in the character and

stiffness of the nanocolloidal gel in aligned 8CB+silica.

As nanocolloidal particles are added to bulk 8CB,

a molecular disorder takes place and shows the surface

interaction between molecules where aerosil nanopar-

ticles are found to be coated with 8CB molecules and

interact with each other under a weak hydrogen bond

interaction (20). In the presence of alignment, the 8CB

molecules become more aligned and ordered under the

force of the magnetic field and this makes the system

more crystalline. The increased alignment in the LC

and mutual interaction between aerosil nanoparticles

and LC molecules make the gel stiffer. Hence, the

aligned system releases more energy in terms of

exothermic (IC) transitions and shows an increase in

its enthalpy and needs less activation energy. On the

other hand, the melting transition is an endothermic

transition, hence shows an decrease in its enthalpy and

needs more activation energy in the aligned system.
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Figure 14. Activated kinetics of the melting transition (K–
SmA). (A) Change in enthalpy (KJ mol21) versus density
for aligned and unaligned systems. (B) Change in activation
energy (KJ mol21) versus aerosil density plot for both
aligned and unaligned systems. Closed and open symbols
represent the aligned and unaligned systems, respectively.
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